Join us today in our drive to play for Conference Championships and on a bigger stage, a National Championship! Become a “Top 100” contributor and an elite member of “The Golden Helmet Alliance”

Our goal is to establish ownership of 100 helmets. We are asking you to make a three year commitment of $1,000 a year. You can pledge this individually or take on a team concept up to four team member’s to get to your $1,000 pledge. Our campaign is to achieve a “Top 100” elite group. When we reach our goal of 100 helmets we will have raised $100,000 a year and $300,000 over three years. Our scholarship base must increase to maintain our “Tradition of Excellence” in the PSAC and to raise the bar for the Huskies on a national level!

For details or questions, call us at 570-389-4359 or email at: tpajic@bloomu.edu • chenicle@bloomu.edu • pdarragh@bloomu.edu • dhale@bloomu.edu

Huskies Football:
A Tradition of Excellence!